The purpose of this study is to investigate image search query reformulation patterns in relation to image attribute categories. A total of 592 sessions and 2,445 queries from the Excite Web search engine log data were analyzed by utilizing Batley's visual information types and two facets and seven sub-facets of query reformulation patterns. The results of this study are organized with two folds: query reformulation and categorical transition. As the most dominant categories of queries are specific and general/nameable, this tendency stays over various search stages. From the perspective of reformulation patterns, while the Parallel movement is the most dominant, there are slight differences depending on initial or preceding query categories. In examining categorical transitions, it was found that 60-80% of search queries were reformulated within the same categories of image attributes. These findings may be applied to practice and implementation of image retrieval systems in terms of assisting users' query term selection and effective thesauri development.
Introduction
Visual features of image documents influence not only viewing and interpreting image documents but also indexing and searching image documents. A well-known characteristic of visual materials is that an image conveys multi-layered and inter-woven messages, so an image can be interpreted heterogeneously by image viewers, searchers, and indexers. Another feature is that verbal representation, although it has been broadly adopted as a conventional image retrieval mechanism, has limitations in describing visual features. In other words, since index terms cannot fully represent an image document and users cannot express their needs completely with a query, an image retrieval system which entirely relies on matching between index terms and queries often fails to return what users intended to find. Given the context of matching components between two incomplete representations (i.e. index terms and users' queries), this study bases on the assumption that understanding users' queries in terms of iterative sequences over search stages is beneficial to design image retrieval systems. Information retrieval is an iterative process and rarely a single occurrence. In an image retrieval environment, since visual features of images seem to require more iterative and interactive processes, the iterative characteristics in searches become more distinguished. Previous studies on image search queries have focused on identifying message types as index terms or entry points (Enser and McGregor 1992; Keister 1994; Ornager 1997; Collins 1998; Chen 2001; Choi and Rasmussen 2003) rather than exploring users' query reformulation in terms of sequential processes.
Accordingly, this study aims to investigate how queries are reformulated throughout the search stages.
Based on examination of query reformulation over search sequences, this study suggests ways to design image retrieval systems and image indexing mechanisms so they guide query reformulation over the entire search process. Compared to textual documents, image documents have unique visual features and characteristics -different categories of pictorial messages are interrelated in a single image. Therefore, this study will examine not only query term reformulation patterns, which have been a typical approach of previous query reformulation studies, but also categorical transitions during the search process.
Specifically, the following research questions will be addressed:
•RQ1: What are the overall characteristics of categorical transitions of image search queries?
•RQ2: What are the overall patterns of image search query reformulations?
•RQ3: How can sets of two consecutive queries be characterized in terms of categorical transition and query reformulation pattern?
•RQ4: How can sequential image search processes be characterized in terms of categorical transition and query reformulation pattern?
Related Studies
Information retrieval is an iterative process. From one single interaction with an information system, in practice, it is oftentimes hard for users to search successfully. Once users become unsatisfied with search results, they attempt to search again keeping the same information needs. Users are likely to reformulate their queries based on the search results, their previous search experiences, subject knowledge, and other associated environments. In a previous Web search engine log analysis study (Spink and Jansen 2002) , approximately half of Web users modify their initial queries. Undesirably, this query reformulation process is found to be more frustrating for users than initial query formulation (Rieh and Xie 2006) . Given the iterative characteristics of information retrieval, it is clear that understanding patterns of query reformulation are beneficial in designing information retrieval system interfaces. As a result, there have been several studies analyzing query reformulation patterns on the Web (Rieh and Xie 2006; Lau and Horvitz 1999; Bruza and Dennis 1997) as well as on online databases (Wilemuth 2004; Vakkari, Pennanen, and Serola 2003; Sutcliffe, Ennis, Watkinson 2000) .
Compared to studies on query reformulation for text document collections, there are only a few recent studies which investigate query reformulation patterns for image collections. Goodrum, Bejune and Siochi (2003) Approximately 29-30% of modifications were adding terms, 11-12% were deleting terms, and 58-60% were changing terms. Most of changes were moves to related terms (91-97%), whereas moves to broader and narrower terms were relatively small percentages.
In addition, they demonstrated users generally attempt to modify their queries without having clear ideas on the process. These findings basically lead to the concept that query modification supports during users' reformation may be beneficial to retrieving pertinent results (2005) .
Although the previous two studies on image search query reformulation provide insightful ideas on image search behavior and term modification process, the authors of this paper believe an application of image documents features to query reformulation and tran-sition patterns will be beneficial to identifying the characteristics of search queries. Because image documents have layered multiple meanings, categorization analysis has been used to examine image documents, search queries, and users' needs. More specifically, Batley (1988) identified four visual information needs: Specific, General/Nameable, General/abstract, and General/subjective needs. Shatford (1986) determined Specifics, Generics, and Abstracts categories, with each of the categories divided by Who, What, Where, and When facets. Hastings (1995) analyzed queries of art historians using four levels of complexity: 1) who, where, and when, 2) text and artist, 3) color, subject, and style, and 4) subject and why. Jörgensen (2003) identified three image attributes: perceptual, interpretive, and reactive attributes. Eakins and Graham (1999) categorized query types into level 1 primitive features (i.e. color, texture, or shape), level 2 logical features (i.e. objects and persons), and level 3 abstract attributes (i.e. named events, types of activities, emotional or religious meanings). In addition to these studies, several studies examined types of pictorial messages and their importance in perceiving and searching images (Choi and Rasmussen 2003; Griesdorf and O'Connor 2002) .
This study presumes it is significant to examine query reformulation and transition patterns by considering the types of pictorial meanings identified by previous studies.
Research Design

Data Set
This study used the Web search log of Excite 2001, which has been used frequently in several Web query studies (Spink and Jansen 2002; Eastman and Jansen 2003; Jansen and Spink 2005) as well as the authors' previous study (Chung and Yoon 2009) where more detailed features of the data set are explained. In summary, this study selected 32,664 image search queries, and eliminated the following queries from the data set: consecutive queries which were resent by users without any change, 2) pornographic terms in queries 1) , 3) queries containing simply 'image, picture, photo, etc.', and 4) others (non-English queries, etc.). As a result, a total of 8,434 queries and 5,680 sessions remained. Among the 5,680 sessions, 74% (4,204 sessions) included only initial queries and 26% (1,476 sessions) include revised queries. Table 1 , overall revision status indicates the number of query revisions drops dramatically. For this study, search sessions which have three or more revisions per session were identified; as a result, a total of 592 sessions and 2,445 queries remained for the final data set. The reason for choosing the queries with three or more revisions is to focus on query reformulation and transition in a more sequential context, rather simple revisions such as spelling corrections, spelling words out, and so on.
As shown in
1) According to Goodrum and Spink (2001) 's study which used the same data set, 25 terms among the 100 most frequent search terms dealt with sexual context. Queries having pornographic terms were eliminated for analyzing general image search terms. Eliminating pornographic terms are also accordance with a previous study using the same data set (Rieh and Xie 2006) . A second method for analyzing image queries is at the level of individual terms in each query. The reformulation patterns of individual terms were examined using the facet and sub-facet schemes shown in Table 3 . The facets and sub-facets have been developed based on previous query reformulation studies (Rieh and Xie 2006; Lau and Horvitz 1999: Bruza and Dennis 1997 their queries in a category, the reformulated following query is most likely to be in the same category.
In case of the Specific and the General/Nameable categories, transitions within the same categories account for more than 80%. On the other hand, the Abstract category, although it occurred only 85 times, shows relatively diverse categorical transitions to a following query compared to the Specific and the General/Nameable categories; the queries following the Abstract category which are classified in the General/Nameable (25.88%) and the Specific categories (9.41%) are considerable. In addition, although the General/Subjective category may present highly diverse transitions from the original category, the number of occurrences (9 times) is too small; it may be difficult to interpret meaningful transition patterns.
However, it underscores that there are very few queries originating from the General/Subjective category.
To recognize trends of categorical transitions between two consecutive queries in terms of facets and sub-facets in query reformulation, Table 10 presents dominant reformulation patterns. In other words, for each preceding category, sub-facets occurring more than 5% are included in Table 10 . Consistent with the analysis results in the previous section (4.1), Parallel movement occurs in most categorical transitions. Analysis also showed Term variation frequently used when query reformulation remains within the same category. Each categorical transition demonstrates notable characteristics. First, when users transition from the General/Abstract(A) category to the same category, the Broader (e.g., from "Scenic Nature Photography" to "Scenic Photography") and
the Replacement with synonyms categories (e.g., from "photographs of multi-cultured children" to "photos of multi-cultured kids") are frequently used.
When queries move to the General/Namable category, the Narrower (e.g., from "Weather illustration/pictures" to "hurricane pictures") pattern is often used. Parallel movement occurs in all types of transitions, from the General/Abstract (A) to the other three categories. These results suggest that users dissatisfied with a preceding abstract query tend to broaden the search query by dropping terms, replacing them with synonyms, or moving to the General/ Nameable (G) category by adopting nameable concepts which relate to the preceding abstract concept.
Second, from the Specific category (S), users either transited to the same category or the General/ Nameable category (G). Regarding the first type of transition, to the same category, Parallel (e.g., from "photos of madrid" to "photos of "rio de janerio"") and Narrower movement (e.g., from "ronin warriors picture gallery" to "miya and ronin warrior pics") were frequently found as well as Broader movement for the specification transition patterns, which was similar to the recursive pattern for the generalization transition patterns (see Table 11 ).Within transitions starting with the S category, the most common trend was using the S category exclusively (85%). Although not as common, the next trend was those patterns which alternated the S and the G categories (7.3%), and this was followed by patterns involving only the G category in the middle (5.58%). Patterns alternating between the A and S categories occurred two times, and those involving only the A category in the middle occurred once. The last pattern described in respectively. Despite its infrequency, the abstraction transition patterns reveal trends similar to the generalization and specification patterns. First, the ab-straction starting with the A category, which is the recursive pattern, is found as the most common occurring pattern. It occurs 12 times out of the 17 (70.6%) total abstraction patterns. Of these 12 occurrences, the major pattern is the transition pattern which includes solely the A category (75%). The remainder are patterns containing the G category or patterns alternating the G and the A categories. Abstraction transition patterns starting with the S or G categories occurred three times and two times, respectively.
Since the number of occurrence is so small, it may be difficult to find meaningful semantics.
As the three transition patterns are analyzed from tables 11-13, a primary pattern among three transition patterns is recognized as the recursive patterns (70-81% for three transition patterns). In terms of recognizing the recursive transition patterns, results suggest users are more likely to stay in the same category as the query's starting category (75-86% of each recursive patterns exclusively stay in the same category). Figure 3 
Discussion and Implication
As the information needs of users do not always Considering this, one method for identifying the users' analytical search strategies is to reveal query reformulation and transition patterns for image searches.
Having revealed these reformations and patterns, the findings from this study could affect image retrieval systems design and implementation in various ways.
In terms of assisting with query reformulation and transitions, two overall approaches have been studied and implemented in practice: global and local approaches (Efthimiadis 1996; Manning, Paghaven, and Shutze 2008) . The global approach, or collection-independent approach, attempts to provide query reformulation aids using lexical words databases, controlled vocabulary or thesauri which are independent of any specific collections. On the other hand, the local approach, or collection-dependent approach, is dependent on any given collections.
Accordingly, the local approach is likely to use index terms, co-occurrence analysis, or clustering results based on given collections. Using this framework of implementation on image retrieval systems, the findings of this study could be used with both approaches by considering the followings.
First, although one critical finding was that the most frequent categorical transition occurs within the same category, there are also a substantial number of queries crossing different categories when transiting. As a result, it might be beneficial if image information retrieval/indexing systems support both aspects: within the same category and crossing to other categories. This way, users might be exposed to the possibility to explore query terms from both categories. Therefore, it is necessary to provide some sort of mechanism or connections between different categories in addition to within the same categories.
(e.g., for a user looking for a hurricane picture, 'Katrina' can be a good search term in addition to 'hurricanes' or 'storms') Second, another potential mechanism for im- 
Conclusion
There have been several studies attempting to understand the iterative process of information retrieval by understanding the query reformulation process 
